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Gabb Wireless Accurately Detects and Stops 
97% of Phone Spam from Reaching Children, 
with Help from Hiya

Hiya Protect makes Gabb kid-safe devices even safer

The mission of Gabb Wireless is to provide safe technology for kids and peace of mind for 
parents. That includes smartphones and smartwatches for kids aged 5 to 18. To protect 
children, Gabb built a custom Android operating system where kids can make and receive 
phone calls and text messages but can’t access the internet or social media. 

The problem was that kids — just like adults — were being bombarded by spam and 
fraud calls. 

“Our customer service representatives were receiving about 300 to 400 calls per week 
from customers complaining that their kids were receiving spam calls,” said Diane 
Acevedo, Senior Vice President of Operations and Customer Experience at Gabb Wireless.

For assistance, she met with Isaac Jacobson, Head of Product at Gabb Wireless, who 
oversees both the hardware and custom software that runs on Gabb devices. Jacobson 
and his team had previously tackled a similar problem with unwanted text messages.

“We were able to block the internet, and we built a system in house that filters out 
unwanted SMS messages, but we could not stop unwanted calls. There wasn’t some 
simple code we could write to do that,” said Jacobson. “And we could not be the number 
one safe tech for kids if we could not block unwanted calls.”

Jacobson felt that this was one problem that could not be solved in house. He knew he 
needed help from a third-party provider. So, he did some research and asked colleagues on 
LinkedIn for recommendations. That’s how he discovered Hiya. 

The implementation was perfect. I felt like I had a 
true partner, arm in arm, with Hiya.”

— Isaac Jacobson, Head of Product at Gabb Wireless
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With Hiya Protect we’ve been able to block 
spam and fraud calls with 97.4 percent accuracy, 
which is phenomenal.”

— Diane Acevedo, Senior Vice President of Operations and 
Customer Experience at Gabb Wireless

The Problem: Gabb Wireless needed a custom solution to block spam 
and scam calls for kids 

Unlike other carriers that offer “parental controls” for their smartphones, Gabb Wireless 
wanted a solution that couldn’t be overridden by tech-savvy kids and didn’t require 
parents to constantly monitor their child’s phone use.  

Hiya Protect detects spam and fraud calls and allows carriers to decide how to flag those 
calls. Spam calls can be labeled by category (e.g. telemarketer, survey, political), and fraud 
calls can either be labeled or blocked. Gabb wanted to block all spam and fraud calls 
entirely, and Hiya Protect enabled them to do that. 

“These are kids, so we didn’t want calls coming through labeled ‘spam’ or ‘unknown caller.’ 
We wanted a solution that simply does not ring the device,” Acevedo said. And that’s 
exactly what they got.

The Solution: Partnering with Hiya to integrate Hiya Protect

To block unwanted calls from reaching Gabb users, Hiya collaborated with engineering 
teams at both Gabb and its device partners to integrate the Hiya Protect directly into the 
mobile devices. That allowed Gabb to block both fraud and spam calls, and prevented 
blocked calls from appearing on call logs to eliminate the possibility of kids calling spam 
and fraud numbers back.

The Result: Unwanted calls blocked with 97.4 accuracy, and plenty of 
happy parents

When Gabb first implemented Hiya Protect, they didn’t announce it to their customers. 
They simply turned it on for every device. 

“We turned on Hiya quietly, and all of the sudden it stopped the unwanted calls,” said 
Acevedo. “With Hiya Protect we’ve been able to block spam and fraud calls with 97.4 
percent accuracy, which is phenomenal.” 

Jacobson adds, “When we asked the parents what they thought of the new service, they 
said they wished they had the same thing on their devices.”

http://hiya.com
https://www.hiya.com/products/protect
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ABOUT HIYA
Hiya is trusted by global businesses, carriers, and consumers to provide secure, engaging connections 
and stop unwanted calls. Built on the world’s leading Voice Performance Platform, Hiya connects 
businesses with their customers, helps carriers secure their networks, and protects people from 
spam and fraud calls. Hiya’s SaaS applications, Hiya Connect and Hiya Protect, serve more than 200 
million users, power services like AT&T ActiveArmorSM and Samsung Smart Call, and deliver voice 
performance insights to businesses across the globe. Learn more at www.hiya.com.

Learn more about Hiya Protect
Visit Hiya.com/Protect or email carrier@hiya.com today

Working with Hiya, a “true partner”

Jacobson praised Hiya not only for nailing the technical details, but for the way Hiya and 
Gabb worked together to solve a common goal.

“I give credit to Hiya for their patience and understanding the customer,” said Jacobson. 
“They understood that we were protecting kids and they took that very, very seriously. I 
was so impressed that we aligned immediately on those values.”

Hiya was also able to work within the tight timeline that Gabb had set for the project.

“The implementation was perfect — and I say that as a startup company. They worked at 
our pace and they were always right there, ahead of the game,” he said. “I felt like I had a 
true partner, arm in arm, with Hiya.”

Turns out that the implementation of Hiya Protect is not only good for kids and parents, 
it’s also good for business.

“Having this gives us a far bigger competitive advantage,” Jacobson said.

“All carriers should introduce this”

After implementing spam and fraud protection for Gabb customers, Acevedo sees it as a 
necessity for all phone users, no matter what network they’re on.

“I would encourage all carriers to introduce this, because this is not just for children,” she 
said. “And just knowing what we see from the customer side — the sense of relief — it 
has to happen. Everyone should have this. There’s no other way.”
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